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Abstract— This paper studies the conditions under which
P2P sharing can increase the capacity of IPTV services over
FTTN networks. For a typical FTTN network, our study shows
a) P2P sharing is not beneficial when the total traffic in a
local video office is low; b) P2P sharing increases the load
on FTTN switches and routers in local video offices; c) P2P
sharing is the most beneficial when the network bottleneck is
experienced in the southbound segment of a local video office
(equivalently a northbound segment of an FTTN switch); and
d) sharing among all FTTN serving communities is not needed
when network congestion problems are solved by using some
other technologies such as program pre-caching or replication.
Based on the analytical results, we design and implement the
MediaGrid platform for IPTV services which monitors FTTN
network conditions and decides when and how to share videos
among peers to maximize the service capacity. Simulations and
bounds both validate the potential benefits of the MediaGrid
IPTV service platform.

 

IPTV, P2P, Content distribution network,
FTTN,FTTP, xDSL, Video-on-Demand.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Internet TV (IPTV) represents a prime opportunity to integrate video, voice, and data onto a single IP network. It
promises to offer viewers an innovative set of choices and
control over their TV content. Two major U.S. telecommunication companies, AT&T and Verizon, have recently announced
significant investments to replace the copper lines in their
networks with fiber optic cables to create sufficient capacity
for delivering many TV channels to residential customers. The
LightSpeed project in AT&T, for example, aims to reach about
18 million U.S. households with a high-bandwidth digital
network in the next three years. The trend is similar in Europe
and Asia. Major cities in Japan, for example, already provide
high-speed networks which allow customers to obtain video
over IP. In China, regulatory changes are being considered to
allow the re-broadcast of traditional TV content over IPTV
infrastructures.
There are two types of IPTV deployment: Fiber to the Node
(FTTN) and Fiber to the Premise (FTTP). In FTTN, fiber optic
cables are used to connect the central hub of a network service
provider to a neighborhood node within
feet of customer
homes, on average. Copper wires are then used to connect the
node to each individual home. It is expected to provide
to
Mbps network capacity. This is a significant improvement
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over the current network infrastructure where copper wires
are commonly used in the last
feet and the available
bandwidth is limited to
Mbps. In contrast, FTTP
brings fiber directly to each individual customer home and can
provide up to
Mbps bandwidth. The deployment of FTTP
can be expensive, however. It is estimated that FTTP requires
approximately five times the capital investment of FTTN. In
addition, the deployment of FTTP can take four times as long
as that of FTTN. Consequently, the current plan for AT&T is
to deploy FTTP only in new construction and multi-dwelling
units. In contrast, FTTN is more flexible and cost efficient,
making it most suitable for existing neighborhoods. The 2025 Mbps bandwidth offered by FTTN is typically enough to
support several high-quality TV streams as well as high-speed
Internet and Voice over IP (VoIP) services. For this reason, we
will focus on a capacity model and algorithm design to provide
insight into engineering a high-capacity IPTV network. We
will use the LightSpeed project from AT&T as an example.
However, the analytical model presented in the paper can be
applied to IPTV services over FTTP and xDSL networks in
general.


  



Fig. 1.

System Model

The network architecture of project LightSpeed consists
of a small number of national super head-ends and a large
number of local video hub offices as shown in Figure 1. The
super head-ends disseminate broadcast videos and on demand
videos to local video hub offices, which in turn distribute video
content to the customers.
To provide video on demand (VOD) service, the service
provider can install multiple media servers at various locations
across a content distribution network (CDN) to disperse the
bandwidth contention; however, the costs of deploying and
maintaining these extra servers can be very expensive. One
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solution is to use a peer-to-peer (P2P) communication system.
In such systems, end users (i.e., peers) interested in file sharing
participate as both clients and servers, typically through an
application overlay network. When a user locates an interesting file from another user, the downloading happens directly
between the two without going through a central server. While
early P2P systems and P2P analysis are mostly used for file
downloading [4] [5], recently there have been several efforts
on using the peer-to-peer approach to support live streaming
[3] [8] [12] [13] [16] and VOD streaming [1] [6] [7] [11]. The
P2P approach avoids the deployment problem of IP multicast
service as well as the network bottleneck at the video server.
In this paper, we discuss and analyze the conditions under
which P2P video sharing can increase the maximum number
of concurrent viewers served by a local video hub office taking
particular care in modeling the constraints of the underlying
physical infrastructure. Based on these results, we develop
the MediaGrid IPTV platform and simulate MediaGrid P2P
streaming algorithms to maximize the number of concurrent
viewers.
The contributions of the paper are the following: 1) This
is the first paper which studies the benefit of P2P sharing for
IPTV services over FTTN/xDSL Networks; 2) Because the
service bottleneck is most likely to be in the local video hub
office, our analytic results indicate that P2P sharing for viewers
within a local community has the greatest potential benefit,
while P2P sharing for all viewers globally may actually
decrease the service capacity of FTTN/xDSL networks; 3)
We analyze the conditions under which P2P sharing for IPTV
services becomes beneficial; 4) Given the network constraints
for a good-quality IPTV service, we design and implement the
MediaGrid platform which monitors the network conditions
and decides when and how to share videos among viewers;
5) We develop a comprehensive simulation model to validate
the analytical results and the benefits of the MediaGrid P2P
platform.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start by
providing a detailed description of the IPTV system model
and derive capacity bounds based on this model. Simulation
results are presented in Section IV. Section V ends with a
concluding remark.
II. FTTN N ETWORK M ODEL
As shown in Figure 1, video streaming servers are organized
in two levels - a local video hub office which consists of a
cluster of streaming servers or proxies to serve viewers directly
and national super headend (SHE) offices which can distribute
videos to local video hub offices based on existing policies
or on demand. We consider both video on demand and live
broadcast. Each local office connects to a set of FTTN switches
through optical fiber cables. Each FTTN switch connects a
community of IPTV service customers through twisted-pair
copper wires.
A community consists of all homes which are connected to
the same FTTN switch. The uplinks (north-links) of service
routers in the local office connect to national SHE offices
by high-speed optical fiber networks. The parameters used
throughout the paper are detailed below.
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,download bandwidth into a home (22 Mbps);
,
upload bandwidth out of a home (1 Mbps);
, total capacity
of south-bound links (downlinks) of an FTTN switch (24
, capacity of the north-bound link (uplink) of an
Gbps);
FTTN switch (1.24 Gbps);
, maximum throughput in a
local office, determined by capacities of service routers, optical
network cables and/or streaming servers in a local office (200
Gbps);
, maximum capacity of the north-link of service
routers in a local office (10 Gbps); , average streaming bit
rate for a video (must be at least the video encoding bit rate,
6 Mbps for HD and 2 Mbps for SD); , maximum number of
concurrent viewers supported by an FTTN switch; , fraction
of viewers in a community who get videos from peers, not
from a local office; , maximum number of communities
connected to a local video hub office; , maximum number
of concurrent viewers supported by a local office; , number
of viewers who receive videos from peers within the same
community; , number of viewers who receive videos from
peers in other communities.
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A. Network Constraints for Conventional IPTV Services
To provide a good-quality IPTV service, the following network conditions must be met. First, the download bandwidth
to the home must be greater than the HD streaming rate:
. Second, the downlink and uplink bandwidths of
an FTTN switch must each be able to support concurrent
viewers in a community:
and
. Third,
the total number of communities served by a local office is
bounded by the total downlink throughput in a local office:
or
. Fourth, the maximum
number of concurrent viewers supported by a local video office
is
.
The traffic on the uplinks of a local office (bounded by
) depends on the video distribution policy used by an
IPTV service provider. To reduce the load on the national
offices, popular videos are distributed to local offices during
off-peak hours. In this case, an IPTV service administrator can
apply a distribution policy where the most popular videos are
available in local video hub offices so that the uplinks of local
video offices will not become a bottleneck.
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Using AT&T Project Lightspeed as an example, we assume
that a local office with a cluster of
video servers can
support up to
bps streaming throughput. Given the
networking constraint,
Mbps, which is greater
than the 6 Mbps encoding rate of a HD video, the maximum
load on the south-link of an FTTN switch to support 192
concurrent viewers is 1.152G bps, which is much smaller
than
Gbps. Similarly, the maximum load on the
north-link of an FTTN switch is 1.152 Gbps. However, this
almost saturates
, the capacity of the link. The maximum
number of communities served by a local video office, , is
) and the maximum number of concurrent
87 (=
viewers supported by a local video office is
.
Note that in this example, the bottleneck is
, the link
capacity between a local office and an FTTN switch.
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B. Network Constraints for MediaGrid IPTV services
To simplify the discussion, the constraint analysis concentrates only on none-or-all case. Each peer gets data entirely
from either the server or peers. The task of serving video
streams on a P2P network can be shared by several peers.
However, the analysis presented here can be easily extended
to the case where a viewer can get part of a video from his/her
peers or part from the local video office server.
1) Case 1: P2P sharing among peers within a community: Among concurrent viewers in a community,
of them will get videos from peers within the same community,
and
will get videos from servers. The following
constraints must be satisfied for good quality IPTV services:
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out of 192 viewers get video from peers in their
community. Then, the maximum load in the south-link of an
FTTN switch is
bps, compared to 1.152
Gbps in example 1. The maximum load on the north-link of an
FTTN switch is
bps, compared to 1.152
Gbps in example 1. The maximum number of communities
supported by a local office,
(=
), compared to 87 communities in example 1. The
maximum number of concurrent viewers supported by a local
video office,
, compared to
in
example 1.
This example shows that P2P sharing reduces the load
between a local office and an FTTN switch (the north-link
of an FTTN switch) and therefore reduces the possibility that
is a bottleneck. This example also shows that without
upgrading existing network infrastructure, P2P sharing can
significantly increase the number of concurrent viewers that
can be served by a local video office.
2) Case 2: P2P sharing among peers in a local hub
office: In the second case, we consider P2P video sharing
among all viewers served by a local office. Within a comviewers get all their videos from peers within the
munity,
same community and
viewers get the entire or part of their
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videos from peers in other communities, where
.
The following constraints must be satisfied to guarantee good
quality IPTV service:
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The maximum traffic in the uplink of an FTTN switch occurs
when each of the
viewers get its entire video from peers
outside its community. To maximize the capacity of a local
office, we balance the video sharing traffic among peers in
all communities. When an equilibrium has been reached,
bps to other communities
each community will upload
and receive
bps from other communities for P2P video
sharing. Thus, the total video streaming download traffic in
the uplink (north link) of an FTTN switch is
bps coming from the local office servers and
bps coming
from peers in other communities while the upload traffic is
bps to support peers in other communities. Therefore, in
balance, the total traffic on the uplink of an FTTN switch is
.
From the above constraints, increasing P2P sharing among
peers across all communities (i.e. increasing ) increases the
traffic on both the uplink and the downlinks of an FTTN
switch, but reduces the load on the uplink of a local office. So,
if
is the bottleneck, applying P2P technology for peers
in all communities of a local office is beneficial. However,
even in this case, an IPTV service provider could apply other
content distribution technologies (i.e. caching or replication) to
distribute video files from national offices to the local offices
to reduce the load on the uplink of the local office. So, P2P
sharing among all communities may not be needed.
3) Bottleneck Observations: From the analysis of the above
three cases, we can derive the following conclusions:
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P2P viewers gets video from peers in its community, so the
uploaded P2P video traffic is
. Therefore, the total traffic
generated by P2P sharing for the south-links (downlinks) of
an FTTN switch is
. In this case, the capacity of the
southbound links (downlinks) of an FTTN switch must be
greater than the sum of video streaming traffic
coming from video servers and the total P2P video traffic
as shown in constraint C1. Given the increased upload
traffic, P2P sharing within a community may not be feasible if
the downlink bandwidth of an FTTN switch is the bottleneck.
However, P2P sharing decreases the load on the uplinks of
the FTTN switches as shown in constraint C2. Therefore,
P2P sharing for IPTV within a community will have the
most benefit if the infrastructure bottleneck is on the uplink
bandwidth of an FTTN switches.
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P2P technology is useful when some of the network links
in FTTN switches or local video hub offices are the
bottleneck.
If
is the bottleneck, P2P sharing does not help
because any peer sharing increases the downlink traffic
of an FTTN switch.
If
is the bottleneck, P2P sharing among viewers
in all communities of a local office helps to reduce the
load on
. However, if a service provider can apply
other technologies to distribute video files from national
SHE offices to the local offices, P2P sharing may not be
needed.
If
or
is the bottleneck, P2P sharing within
a community reduces the load on the north link of an
FTTN switch and its local office. In this case, P2P
sharing within a community helps to reduce the load
on these congested links. However, P2P sharing across
communities increases the possibility that
or
is
a bottleneck. Therefore, P2P sharing across communities
should not be used when
or
is the bottleneck.
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C. Bounds for Maximum Concurrent Viewers Supported by a
Local Video Hub Office

5 mH V B4 2I

The number of concurrent viewers supported by a local
, can be increased either by increasing
video office,
or . In practice, the number of communities connected
to a local hub office, , is determined by the number of
POPs (point-of-presences) connected to a local office and
the number of available locations to install fibers and FTTN
switches. Increasing requires significant planning and capital
investment to rent/buy new space to install IPTV network
equipment. Therefore, to increase , it is more economical to
increase . In the following, we assume that is fixed at the
time of deployment. Our MediaGrid P2P streaming technology
focuses on increasing to maximize , the total number of
concurrent viewers served by a local office.
Without P2P sharing, the number of concurrent viewers is
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Fig. 2.

(1)

2 .

(2)

When MediaGrid P2P sharing is applied, let
be the
number of viewers in a community and be the fraction
of these viewers who receive videos from peers instead of
streaming servers. From Constraints 1, 2, 3 and 4 above, we
have
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(4)
(5)
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Normally, increases as increases, since as increases, there
is a better chance that a video has already been viewed and
stored in the set-top boxes of some peers, and a better chance
it can be downloaded from a peer. We assume a model where
is a constant and
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in Eqn.(  ) and Eqn.(  ) to see the effect on viewer capacity.
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Figure 2 shows two capacity surfaces plotted against varying
uplink,
and downlink,
throughputs. The inclined P2P
surface shows the maximum number of users that can be
supported as per Eqn.(5) bounded by the minimum
. The
other surface (No P2P) shows the service capacity of the
local video office using a centralized FTTN architecture. As
shown, P2P sharing is not beneficial when
value is small.
Therefore, it is crucial to determine the threashold value of
and allow P2P sharing only when the capacity of the
south link of a FTTN switch is greather than the threashold
value. In practice, the values of and
depend on a number
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Capacity Bounds in a local video hub office where n=30, z=1.4e-4

of factors such as the sharing policy, video distribution, client
storage, client bandwidth constraints and video access patterns,
etc.
From the above discussions, we design the MediaGrid P2P
streaming algorithms to maximize the number of concurrent
viewers in a community by monitoring bandwidth constraints,
the network traffic and the availability of videos in peers.
In the next two sections, we study the maximum number of
concurrent viewers supported by a local office by simulating
the MediaGrid P2P streaming algorithm on a FTTN/xDSL
network environment.
III. M EDIAG RID P2P A LGORITHM
There are three key novel aspects of our MediaGrid video
sharing algorithm. First, it explicitly takes into account the
capacity limitations of the underlying physical network infrastructure, not the overlay network of peers as other systems.
Second, to avoid a long delay before the start of the requested
program, the algorithm allocates enough supporting peers to
collectively serve a video at or above the stream encoding
rate, while at the same time ensuring that each peer upload
rate does not exceed its uplink capacity. Third, unlike existing
streaming P2P approaches that deal with peer disconnections
by special stream encodings that either add redundancy or
gracefully degrade stream quality in response to failures (the
approaches we call passive error handling), in MediaGrid, the
local office either substitutes a failed peer with a different peer
or serves the missing content itself, thereby utilizing active
error handling.
Because our analysis shows that P2P sharing is mostly
beneficial within a community and is actually likely to be
detrimental for cross-community or global sharing, we will
concentrate here on P2P sharing within a single community.
In MediaGrid, the local office server maintains full information
about each community, including which viewers are currently
watching which programs, which programs are available for
upload from each peer, the current uplink and downlink bandwidth consumption by each peer and each FTTN switch, and
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ProcessRequest(Stream S, Viewer V)
// Request for stream S received from viewer V
If the FTTN switch of the viewer satisfies Constraint 1
and
with
PeerSet = SelectPeers(S)
// Find a set of peers in the viewer’s community to serve request
If PeerSet
Send message UsePeers(EncodingRate(S),PeerSet) to viewer V
terminate
endif
endif
if there is enough total office download capacity
and bandwidth of link to the viewer’s FTTN switch
Serve stream S to viewer V directly
else
Send RequestDenied() to viewer V
end

8n
n 

n

ReplacePeer(Viewer V, Peer P)
// Request to replace a failed peer P from viewer V
Let S be the stream being viewed by V,
and n be the number of peers serving the stream to V.
P’ = FindPeer(S);
if P’
NULL
send ReplacementPeer(P’) to V
elseif there is enough total office download capacity
and bandwidth of link to the viewer’s FTTN switch
send UseOffice() to V // In response, V will request stream segments
that peer P used to serve from the office directly
endif
end



Fig. 3.

MediaGrid Server Algorithm

the total load on the office communication links. Viewers send
to the office two kinds of requests: ProcessRequest requests a
stream and ReplacePeer indicates that one of the peers serving
them failed. The office processes these messages according to
the MediaGrid Server algorithm shown in Figure 3.
When the client receives UsePeers message, it divides the
streaming rate equally among the peers1 , calculates which
stream segments to request from each peer and the necessary
buffering before starting to render the stream, and sends the
appropriate requests to the peers. The details of this algorithm
are omitted for brevity.
The most intricate part of the algorithm is the implementation of the SelectPeers and FindPeer functions. The
difficulty arises if a peer able to serve rare content is already
assigned to serve more commonly available content. Because
of the severely limited uplink capacity, it will not be able
to serve more than one video. This leads to the need to
dynamically reassign peers to viewers. This reassignment will
occur transparently to the viewer. For example, consider peers
P1, P2, P3, and P4 and let P1 and P2 have two streams,
A and B, and P3 and P4 only have stream A. Assume a
viewer requested stream A and the server chose peers P1 and
P2 to serve it. If another viewer requests stream B, without
dynamic reassignment, Peers P1 and P2 are unable to serve
it because their capacity is used up; the server would have to
serve the new viewer directly. However, if the server reassigns
the first viewer to peers P3 and P4, the second viewer can be
served by P1 and P2. Selecting peers for a given request may
1 Future

work will explore dividing the streaming rate unequally.

5

trigger cascading reassignment of previously selected peers,
or global scheduling of all currently served streams among all
the peers, which could cause long delays potentially exceeding
clients’ buffer capacity. To avoid such global scheduling our
SelectPeers algorithm resorts to heuristics. The main points of
the SelectPeers algorithm are:2
Given the current values for the peer uplink capacity
(1 Mbps) and stream encoding rates of 2 Mbps and
6 Mbps, we assume peer uplink capacity is less than the
stream coding rate.
For ease of management, the algorithm attempts to select
the fewest peers with sufficient aggregate uplink capacity
for serving the stream. In particular, together with the previous assumption, this means that each peer can upload
to only one viewer at a time.
When more than enough free (i.e., unassigned) peers
with the requested stream exist, we select peers, where
, as follows. Let
be the
most popular stream among streams stored at peer .
We select
peers
with the least popular streams
, among all the candidate peers. The rationale is
that peers whose most popular stream is not very popular
will probably not need to serve a future request.
When not enough free peers exist, we attempt to free up
additional peers by reassigning the streams they currently
serve to other peers. Let be the set of busy peers that
have the requested stream and be the number of peers
we need to free up. The algorithm tries to free the
peers in the decreasing order of the popularity of the
streams they are currently serving. The rationale behind
this heuristic is that the more popular the currently served
stream is, the more likely it is to find another peer that
could take over this stream’s delivery. Thus, the algorithm
sorts peers in in the decreasing order of popularity of
the streams they are currently serving, and then for each
in the list, attempts to find an idle peer that has
peer
the stream being served by . This step completes once
the first
peers are freed up, or until it went though
the entire candidate list , in which case the algorithm
returns a failure (and empty peer set).
If the overall set of peers for a requested stream have
been found, the viewers of reassigned streams are notified
to switch to new peers.
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IV. S IMULATION
A. Simulation Model
To study the impact of MediaGrid P2P delivery on system
scalability and capacity, we performed an event-driven simulation study. Based on our earlier analysis, we simulate a system
comprised of the local office and one community.
We assume the same behavior for every node in the community: an idle peer requests a stream with probability of
2% every time tick. A time tick occurs every minute. A
peer may download only one stream at a time. When a peer
issues a request, it selects one of 1000 programs according
2 The FindPeer algorithm is a specialization of SelectPeer to one peer and
is not discussed further.
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to Zipf’s popularity distribution. Each stream lasts 60 minutes
and has a data rate of either 2 Mbps (standard definition TV)
or 6 Mbps (HDTV). Once downloaded, the program remains
available at the peer for a period called the stream time-to-live
(stream TTL). A peer may be turned off and on by its user.
An operational peer is turned off with probability 0.1% on
every time tick, and a non-operational peer is turned on with
probability 0.5% on every tick. This means that every peer on
average spends five times longer on than off.
B. Simulation results
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Fig. 4. The number of concurrent connections to local office from one
community, a) Standard TV, normal demand (1/50 requests per minute per
idle user), b) HDTV, normal demand.

We begin by examining the behavior of the system utilizing
today’s components characteristics: the FTTN switch supporting the community size of 192 users, user download bandwidth
of 22 Mbps and upload bandwidth of 1 Mbps, and the officeto-FTTN link bandwidth of 1.244 Gbps. Figure 4 shows the
number of viewers served by the local office for standard
definition TV programs under normal demand, and for HDTV
under normal demand. Fewer concurrent connections at the
office implies greater system scalability because the office can
serve more communities without overload. This figure shows
that, for standard-definition TV, P2P delivery reduces the load
on the local office by over 50%. However, the benefits diminish
greatly for high-definition TV, because existing peer uplink
capacity is not adequate for serving HDTV, since one stream
delivery requires cooperation of six operational peers.
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Fig. 5. Fulfilled HDTV stream requests, a) The total number of concurrent
requests in a community that can be supported by the local office, b)The
concurrent requests served by the office and by the peers.

The above result might seem discouraging because HDTV
will be more prevalent in the near future. However, since the
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hardware will also improve, we next explore how hardware improvements impact these results. Because the previous graphs
show the system stabilizes after 1000 minutes, each point
in the graphs below represents the average values observed
between 1500 and 2000 minutes.
Figure 5(a) shows the total number of concurrent viewers
in the community that the system can support with and
without P2P, as a function of the total number of users in
the community. Note that because the request rate is the
same in both cases, the difference between curves is due to
denied user requests. The graph shows that the system without
P2P saturates at a community size around 500, while P2P
shows no saturation3 . In fact, a larger community size makes
it more likely to find six operational peers for delivering a
given stream, which mitigates the HDTV problem that limited
P2P benefits. Figure 5(b) explains the underlying reason for
this phenomenon by splitting the total concurrent viewers into
those served by the office and by the peers. It shows that
the load on the office grows very slowly and never exceeds
around 220 concurrent streams. The additional demand due to
a larger community size is absorbed by other peers. Thus, we
can scale the HDTV delivery just by increasing the number
of downstream ports on an FTTN switch, even if the peer link
capacity stays the same. Since it is highly likely that HDTV
will replace standard TV in the near future, we concentrate on
HDTV for the rest of our simulation study.
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Fig. 6. The effect of uplink bandwidth on HDTV delivery, a) 200 minutes
TTL, b) 1000 minutes TTL.

Next, we examine how HDTV delivery and P2P benefits
are impacted by potential bandwidth growth in peer uplinks
as well as in the link between the office and the FTTN switch.
The community size is 1000 for these experiments. Figure 6
shows, for different stream TTL values (i.e., durations of
retention in peer’s cache), the concurrent requests a system
can serve with and without P2P, and the number of concurrent
requests served by peers in the case of P2P delivery. To provide
a basis for comparison, the figure also shows the number
of requests served by an ideal system with unconstrained
capacity. Any difference with the ideal case indicates denied
requests.
We can draw several conclusions from these results. First,
a higher peer uplink bandwidth mitigates limited TTL and
causes a rapid increase in P2P benefits. For TTL of 200
3 Slight growth beyond 500 users is due to the repeated viewings of
previously downloaded programs, which are satisfied from settop’s caches
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minutes, doubling the uplink bandwidth to 2 Mbps more than
doubles the number of concurrent requests served by the peers,
and increasing it to 4 Mbps eliminates any denied requests.
For TTL 1000, just increasing the uplink bandwidth from
1 to 2 Mbps allows the overall system to serve virtually
all requested streams. This result also highlights the tradeoff
between the peer’s storage capacity and uplink bandwidth. The
system can serve all the demand by either having peers with
enough storage to retain downloaded TV programs for 1000
minutes and an uplink bandwidth of 2 Mbps, or by having
peers with enough storage to only maintain streams for 200
minutes but with 4 Mbps uplink bandwidth.
Second, the number of requests served by the peers increases when the uplink bandwidth increases all the way to
6 Mbps (the stream data rate), meaning that the office can
connect more communities. This result indicates the benefits
of providing the uplink bandwidth of the stream data rate. At
the same time, expanding bandwidth beyond the stream data
rate did not provide any additional benefit in our experiments,
even though a peer could in this case serve more than one
request simultaneously. Finally, only P2P delivery allows the
system to adequately serve a community of this size, as the
traditional system will have to deny over half the user requests.
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Fig. 7. The effect of office-to-FTTN bandwidth on HDTV delivery, a) 200
minutes TTL, b) 1000 minutes TTL.

Finally, we examine the impact of increasing the bandwidth
of the office-to-FTTN link. Figure 7 shows the number of
concurrent requests served by the system with and without
P2P for different stream TTL values, as well as the number of
concurrent requests served by peers in the P2P case, assuming
the fixed peer uplink capacity of 1 Mbps. We can see that
doubling the capacity of the office-to-FTTN connection (from
1.2 Gbps to 2.4 Gbps) allows the system to serve virtually
all the demand for a given community size even without P2P
delivery. Of course, the peers still help because they reduce
the load on the office and allow the office to serve a larger
number of communities. Also, only P2P allows the system to
scale with the growth of the community. Thus, P2P allows the
system to immediately benefit from more ports in the FTTN
switches without corresponding increases in the FTTP’s uplink
bandwidth.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
As IPTV services are deployed around the world, scaling
the networking infrastructure to serve an increasing number
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of customers under a reasonable cost structure becomes a
top priority to the broadband service providers. Given the
constraints of the IPTV service infrastructure, we analyzed
the network conditions under which P2P video sharing is
beneficial. We also developed the MediaGrid platform and its
P2P sharing algorithm to monitor these constraints and maximize the service capacity. Finally, we developed analytic and
simulation models to compute and compare P2P video sharing
benefits for an IPTV service provider. Our work demonstrates
that the service providers should invest in client devices that
have sufficient storage and bandwidth for supporting effective
P2P video sharing.
For future work, to help us gain valuable insights and to
validate our designs, we plan to deploy the MediaGrid system
in real IPTV infrastructures.
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